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Do you want to have an excess of energy, amazing health and an ability to heal yourself and

loved ones?We all know that everyone desires health and wellness in there lives. We would

like to see our loved ones free of illness while living happy, long, energetic lives. Its not often

we hear that this is possible. It is possible and many have been tapping into their intuitive

abilities and seeing beautiful things coming into their lives.So many people are awakening to

their gifts and desires to use them! They are digging for information to help them learn the

simple ways they can get to know their inner being.Let me teach you some of these simple,

starter techniques! I bring to life the teachings that have been around for centuries. It is time for

us to remember the power we truly have as healers. We are ALL capable of healing our own

mind, body and souls.Is this you? Have you been wondering if there is more to life than the

surface day to day mundane drill?Start with this book and grow from here! Learn the basic

fundamentals of opening up to your amazing abilities.You will learn:What the chakras areWhat

each of them do for youWhat happens when they are blockedHow you feel when they are

balancedTechniques to heal them and so much more!Its time to pull back the curtains! You've

been blinded long enough, reveal your ability to heal yourself and others through energy by

clicking and reading this book!If you want to see what your potential is and heal your mind,

body and soul through your abundant energy, then scroll up and click the "buy now" button

right now!

“How to Create Sacred Water is a must-have addition to your go-to library for personal growth

and planetary healing. Ravenwood has adeptly crafted a powerful elixir of practical tools,

inspirational stories and heartfelt meditations and lovingly placed this guidebook on the altar

inviting each of us to add our magic, intention and attention to the waters that flow through our

bodies, emotions and planet. I loved reading this book and will treasure it for years to come.” —

Danielle Rama Hoffman, author of The Temples of Light and founder of Divine Transmissions

and Thoth'“Kathryn Ravenwood writes in a common-sense, down-to-earth style, yet she brims

with elegance and depth. Weaving in her own remarkable and very human narrative, Kathryn

gently but confidently encourages us to trust our own sacred essence and experience. She

helps us find the potency of our own loving intention, our own consciousness, our every action.

She reminds us that all is one vast energy field, and that we can be a healing force within it.” —

Brian C. Taylor, author of Becoming Christ: Transformation Through Contemplation, and

Becoming Human“Ravenwood is both companion and guide in this thoughtful journey through

water and spirit. What a beautiful book!” — Alice Outwater author of Water: A Natural

History“How to Create Sacred Water is a blessing to the planet, at a time that we need it the

most, when every day our waters become more polluted, more species become extinct, and

our way of life and our planet are threatened. Thank you, Ravenwood, for helping save the

planet.” — Gloria Taylor Brown, co-author of Invoking the Scribes of Ancient Egypt, CEO of

Taylor Brown Interna“I love this book! I loved Kathryn’s writing style, her personal stories, her

guided journeys, her beautiful pictures, and her concise directions on how to create a water

altar and elixirs that can be used in the healing of the waters of the planet. I was deeply moved

and inspired by the gifts within this book. Kathryn clearly shows us that spirit is alive and well

and ready to work with us to help in planetary healing.” — Sharlyn Hidalgo, MA, author of The

Healing Power of Trees: Spiritual Journeys Through the Celtic Tre“Offering a practical



application for the work of Dr. Masaru Emoto, this shamanic method enables us to take part in

transforming our planet as well as our selves--for the health of Gaia and our own bodies is

directly tied to the health of the waters that surround and are within us.” — Branches of Light,

October 2012“For followers of new age thought, [Ravenwood] provides thought on her ideas of

healing and research using this purified water and crystals. How to Create Sacred Water is

worth considering for metaphysical spirituality and healing collections.” — Wisconsin

Bookwatch, December 2012“[Ravenwood’s] work is important in many ways, one of which is

the generosity of her focus on healing the Earth--in contrast to our predisposition to focus only

on ourselves. Implicit in her message is the truth that the water is us--that the health of the

Earth’s water is intimately connected with our own well-being, and that we are not separate

from the Earth. With love and good humor, she brings us gently to a perspective that could go

far in the healing of us all.” — Metaguide, January 2013“Here is a simple way to revitalize your

local and wider waterways. It takes a big dollop of loving intent and some basic tools, easily

obtained. Read the book for a list and for the method.” — Jennifer Hoskins, New Dawn, June

2013“In How to Create Sacred Water: A Guide to Rituals and Practices, Ravenwood shares

her very personal journey and calling to encourage others to connect with the waters of Gaia.

Ravenwood fills her book with stunning color photos of a quality rarely found in books these

days. From images depicting rainforests, water altars, to the author herself in her altar room,

the reader is instantly drawn in and connected. For the reader who would like to explore ways

of enhancing their sacred space or creating a water altar or simply exploring the element more,

Ravenwood provides beautiful vivid step-by-step rituals that are rooted in a shamanic tradition.

This book encourages the reader to explore and discover ways to optimize their own

connection to water and its usages. Whether or not you normally connect with water, the

journeys within How to Create Sacred Water are valuable to any practice.” — Starlynn, Witches

and Pagans, December 2013About the Author“How to Create Sacred Water is a must-have

addition to your go-to library for personal growth and planetary healing. Ravenwood has

adeptly crafted a powerful elixir of practical tools, inspirational stories and heartfelt meditations

and lovingly placed this guidebook on the altar inviting each of us to add our magic, intention

and attention to the waters that flow through our bodies, emotions and planet. I loved reading

this book and will treasure it for years to come.” (Danielle Rama Hoffman, author of The

Temples of Light and founder of Divine Transmissions and Thoth')“Kathryn Ravenwood writes

in a common-sense, down-to-earth style, yet she brims with elegance and depth. Weaving in

her own remarkable and very human narrative, Kathryn gently but confidently encourages us

to trust our own sacred essence and experience. She helps us find the potency of our own

loving intention, our own consciousness, our every action. She reminds us that all is one vast

energy field, and that we can be a healing force within it.” (Brian C. Taylor, author of Becoming

Christ: Transformation Through Contemplation, and Becoming Human)“Ravenwood is both

companion and guide in this thoughtful journey through water and spirit. What a beautiful

book!” (Alice Outwater author of Water: A Natural History)“How to Create Sacred Water is a

blessing to the planet, at a time that we need it the most, when every day our waters become

more polluted, more species become extinct, and our way of life and our planet are threatened.

Thank you, Ravenwood, for helping save the planet.” (Gloria Taylor Brown, co-author of

Invoking the Scribes of Ancient Egypt, CEO of Taylor Brown Interna)“I love this book! I loved

Kathryn’s writing style, her personal stories, her guided journeys, her beautiful pictures, and

her concise directions on how to create a water altar and elixirs that can be used in the healing

of the waters of the planet. I was deeply moved and inspired by the gifts within this book.

Kathryn clearly shows us that spirit is alive and well and ready to work with us to help in



planetary healing.” (Sharlyn Hidalgo, MA, author of The Healing Power of Trees: Spiritual

Journeys Through the Celtic Tre)“Offering a practical application for the work of Dr. Masaru

Emoto, this shamanic method enables us to take part in transforming our planet as well as our

selves--for the health of Gaia and our own bodies is directly tied to the health of the waters that

surround and are within us.” (Branches of Light, October 2012)“For followers of new age

thought, [Ravenwood] provides thought on her ideas of healing and research using this purified

water and crystals. How to Create Sacred Water is worth considering for metaphysical

spirituality and healing collections.” (Wisconsin Bookwatch, December 2012)“[Ravenwood’s]

work is important in many ways, one of which is the generosity of her focus on healing the

Earth--in contrast to our predisposition to focus only on ourselves. Implicit in her message is

the truth that the water is us--that the health of the Earth’s water is intimately connected with

our own well-being, and that we are not separate from the Earth. With love and good humor,

she brings us gently to a perspective that could go far in the healing of us all.” (Metaguide,

January 2013)“Here is a simple way to revitalize your local and wider waterways. It takes a big

dollop of loving intent and some basic tools, easily obtained. Read the book for a list and for

the method.” (Jennifer Hoskins, New Dawn, June 2013)“In How to Create Sacred Water: A

Guide to Rituals and Practices, Ravenwood shares her very personal journey and calling to

encourage others to connect with the waters of Gaia. Ravenwood fills her book with stunning

color photos of a quality rarely found in books these days. From images depicting rainforests,

water altars, to the author herself in her altar room, the reader is instantly drawn in and

connected. For the reader who would like to explore ways of enhancing their sacred space or

creating a water altar or simply exploring the element more, Ravenwood provides beautiful

vivid step-by-step rituals that are rooted in a shamanic tradition. This book encourages the

reader to explore and discover ways to optimize their own connection to water and its usages.

Whether or not you normally connect with water, the journeys within How to Create Sacred

Water are valuable to any practice.” (Starlynn, Witches and Pagans, December 2013)From the

AuthorA renowned ceremonialist, shamanic guide, teacher, and a minister of the Universal Life

Church, Kathryn W. Ravenwood has studied in the Egyptian Mystery School tradition with Nicki

Scully, Normandi Ellis, and Gloria Taylor Brown. An initiated member of the Lineage of Thoth

and a certified teacher of alchemical healing, she lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverNEW AGE / SPIRITUALITY“I

love this book! I love Kathryn’s writing style, her personal stories, her guided journeys, her

beautiful pictures, and her concise directions on how to create a water altar and elixirs that can

be used in the healing of the waters of the planet. I was deeply moved and inspired by the gifts

within this book. Kathryn clearly shows us that spirit is alive and well and ready to work with us

to help in planetary healing.”--Sharlyn Hidalgo, author of The Healing Power of TreesWhen

Hurricane Floyd ravaged the North Carolina coast in 1999, Kathryn Ravenwood--living

thousands of miles away in Seattle--was called by Spirit to help heal the toxic waters left

behind. Combining her longtime devotion to sacred altars with her newfound connection to

crystals, she developed a process to make crystal homeopathic elixirs to cleanse bodies of

water both near and far.Sharing her journey of spiritual calling and discovery, Ravenwood

explains how to create crystal homeopathic elixirs using a sacred water altar and attuned

crystals. Detailing how to create a personal altar in your home, the crystals most suitable for

this work (such as amethyst and selenite), as well as how to program them with your healing

intentions, she describes the month-long cycle--from full moon to full moon--of ritual and prayer

at the core of the process that infuses the elixirs with their cleansing and healing powers.

Ravenwood provides shamanic journey meditations based on Native American and Egyptian



traditions to help you connect with ancient water spirits and guides and instill your water-

healing work with sacred purpose. She explains how to ceremonially apply an elixir to a body

of water and how the remedy will propagate outward to the ocean, bringing healing to the

waters it spans as well as to the animals it encounters.Bringing spirituality into physicality and

providing a practical application for the work of Dr. Masaru Emoto, this hands-on shamanic

method enables each of us to take part in transforming our planet as well as our selves--for the

health of Gaia and our own bodies is directly tied to the health of the waters that surround and

are within us.A renowned ceremonialist, shamanic guide, teacher, and a minister of the

Universal Life Church, KATHRYN W. RAVENWOOD has studied in the Egyptian Mystery

School tradition with Nicki Scully, Normandi Ellis, and Gloria Taylor Brown. An initiated member

of the Lineage of Thoth and a certified teacher of Alchemical Healing, she lives in

Albuquerque, New Mexico. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 17Water for Gaia Sometimes extreme

lunar conditions create a very low tide, called a minus tide, which usually coincides with a full

moon. During these rare hours the moon, flexing her cosmic muscles, pulls the water far out

and away from its usual retreat line from the shore. It is a magical time to walk the beach. On

the full moon night of March 2000, an exceptional minus three tide was predicted, giving me a

rare opportunity to make offerings from the water altar at the edge of Seattle’s Puget Sound.I

had been looking forward to this night all week. After completing the water altar ceremony in

my altar room, I collected my ceremonial tools: a bundle of sage, my abalone shell, a large

feather for smudging, candles, an altar cloth, and, of course, the bottles of elixir from the water

altar. Loading it all into a backpack, I drove the short distance to the beach. I parked and took a

moment to consciously breathe, being present in the moment and in my intention to create a

ceremony to offer this sacred elixir to Gaia.The drumbeats from the beach were audible before

I left the car. I got out, hoisted the backpack over one shoulder, and started walking toward the

beach. Bonfire-lit circles clustered under the brilliant full moon. Shadows danced across the

sand in rhythm with drummers’ hands pounding out primal messages on skins of animals

stretched taut across wooden frames. The cadence of voices and drums, rising and falling to

an ancient tempo, was conducted by cellular memories deep within their swaying bodies. The

ancient celebration of the heartbeat of the Mother was being honored and performed by her

children.The great ebb of the minus tide stretched me toward the northern end of the beach,

away from the drum circles. No one else had ventured down this far. The rich smells of low tide

were delivered by a mere whisper of a breeze. The night was cool but not cold. I was very

comfortable walking along the shore.I felt enchanted by the magic of the moment. The moon

demanded my presence, and I obeyed. I walked with her, that great silver ghost crab, as she

sidled across her appointed path, traversing the black beach of night. Far from its usual

boundary, the water lapped lazily in small, frothy waves. Following the shining walkway, I felt

the profound feminine energy of Gaia, the Mother.The exceptional low tide exposed the beach

like a shy lover gradually dropping her gauzy nightgown to share her secret beauty with her

beloved. I walked along cautious of each footstep as I intruded upon the seldom disturbed

realms of sea creatures caught out in the lunar light, vulnerable now to my approach.A low, flat

rock caught my attention. It looked like an altar just waiting for a wandering water priestess to

make her ceremonial offerings. I accepted its silent invitation and stood behind it. Opening the

backpack, I removed my tools. The deep purple of the altar cloth splashed its color onto the

sand as it draped over the stone. Striking a match, I lit one tea candle and placed it in the

center of the cloth. Taking the six bottles of the elixir, filled earlier tonight from my water altar, I

positioned them in a circle around the candle. Abalone shell, sage, and feather followed. I



ignited the sage in the candle flame, let it catch fire, then blew out the flame, resting the

smoldering and pungent stick in the shell. Using my feather I moved the smoke over and

around my body, the altar, and bottles holding the elixir.Listening to the waves’ lilting music I

added my own voice, singing in harmony with the water and the night. No words were in my

song. I was chanting with ancient voices I could hear all around me, in praise of the water, the

moon, and all the creatures of the Earth, and to Gaia, our Mother. Picking up two of the bottles

of water, I walked the distance to the edge of the Sound, again marveling at the far distance

the water was from shore.Holding up the water as an offering, I spoke my prayers for the water,

for Gaia. I sent my prayers out over the gentle waves, watching my words ride across the crests

of foam like little boats. Kneeling onto the soft sand and pebbles between the bigger rocks, I

poured out the contents of the bottles, visualizing all the waters of Puget Sound filling with the

purple glow of the amethyst-infused elixir, watching it swirl away on a moonlit current.“Thank

you, Water, for your gift of life. I see you clean and restored.”Walking back to the altar rock for

the last two bottles, I heard a loud, roaring sound. It had been so silent and I had seen no one

else arrive; what could this sound be? Perhaps a boat was going by in the night? Or maybe it

was one of the local seaplanes out for a moonlit joy ride?I turned and looked. There was no

boat, no plane. Just me and the water, which had rushed up to meet me at the rock! The tide

was still very far away from the shore. The exposed beach still spread out on either side of me.

But here, just here at the altar, the water had come to me. I felt it had come to thank me for my

offerings. I fell to my knees to embrace this moment, the salt of my tears joining the salt of the

Sound. As the water retreated back to the far edge of the beach, I poured the last two bottles of

the elixir onto the wet sand and watched it journey back to the sea, trailing its amethyst light

behind it. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Chakra BalancingforHealingBeginners Guide to Healing ChakrasWhile BalancingBody, Mind

and Soul & EnergyWritten by Loni MacMaster© Copyright- Loni MaMacster 2020 - All rights

reserved.The content contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or

transmitted without direct written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no

circumstances will any blame or legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for

any damages, reparation, or monetary loss due to the information contained within this book.

Either directly or indirectly. You are responsible for your own choices, actions, and results.Legal

Notice:This book is copyright protected. This book is only for personal use. You cannot amend,

distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the content within this book, without the

consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained

within this document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. All effort has been

executed to present accurate, up to date, and reliable, complete information. No warranties of

any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the

rendering of legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within this book has

been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before attempting

any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees that under

no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred

as a result of the use of the information contained within this document, including, but not

limited to, — errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.IntroductionHello beautiful soul! I am so excited

to be on the other side of the book this time. It's been a lifelong dream of mine to be a teacher,

opening others minds and souls to their potentials! I am so very passionate about healing. I’m

an energy healer along with an abundance of other skills but we're here to talk about your

beautiful energy! I have felt the need to heal things since I was very young. You, me, the dog,

the cat oh! and the chicken over there that needs some love so it can walk again! Hah yah true

story!My journey and passion came about four or so years ago. I had what they call an

“awakening” or a realization that there was so very much more to this life than living day by day.

Wake up, shower, work, go to bed… and hey look at this… how fun... deja vu! It just wasn’t fun

anymore! You ever feel this way? Well, I got to working on and remembering who I (my soul)

really was. We all have to start somewhere just like you, reading this book today. You have

made a decision to become a more knowledgeable, truth seeking, go getter like me! Good for

you! You should be proud of exploring other ways to open up to your truest potential! Always

remember YOU ARE POWERFUL!! We are capable of anything! Honestly it just takes belief!!

It's that simple! Belief in ourselves means putting aside what anyone else has ever said to us,

from childhood till this point, (that may have made us think ourselves incapable), throw it out

the window and run it over with the bus! What doesn't feel right to us deep down is not our

truth! Look at you… how can you not do miraculous things… you were formed out of thin air…

literally from one cell to another, to millions… then your nose, eyes, fingernails and internal

organs managed to organize themselves perfectly! Beautiful you came to be! Wow !! You

wiggled your feet till you could crawl, crawled till you walked, walked till you ran.. And now

you're reading this so you can see how you can fly!!!! We learned to expand and when we

realized as children that we could do more we kept going. When was it that we decided it was

time to stop learning, improving or expanding? Through the years our well-meaning family,

guardians, friends and acquaintances have sprung their opinions and their idea of how we

should be. This caused us to have limiting beliefs. Which in simple terms we took on a belief

system that limited us to think outside the box. Stifling us from going much farther than what



we have. We haven't been able to see our fullest potential since we learned how to tie our

shoes.What is amazing about all of it is the awakening process we all are inevitably going

through. It will take us by the hand and guide us to the knowledge we need to set us free from

our “fictitious limits”. Thank yourself for showing up today and learning. You are about to better

the world with your knowledge whether you are aware of it or not! If you take these practices

and apply them to yourself and others (even animals) you are shifting the awareness of energy

within you and what surrounds you! You will start to see amazing differences in your overall

health and energy by understanding and applying what you are about to learn! Have fun with

this! That is why we are here!!What are Chakras?There are more than 7 Chakras in and

around the body but we are going to stick to the basic ones which run from the base of the

spine to the top of the head. The word chakra is from the Sanskrit word “wheel”. These

“wheels” spin energy within our bodies. The 7 chakras (from tailbone to head) are called root,

sacral, solar plexus, heart, throat, third eye and crown. All chakras have a color vibrationally

related to them just as the rainbow. We will get into those throughout each chapter.Simply put,

Chakras are energy centers within the body that can get blocked by things that happen along

the path of life. Not to say that we started from” fresh” chakras when we were born but they

sure didn't have the baggage that we carry now. Some of us are more like camels on steroids

with the amount of burdens and fears we carry. Our poor spinning energies (chakras) are in

overdrive, swirling in funky monkey positions trying to balance our energy bodies but fail to

adjust due to us not having the proper tools to heal ourselves. This starts from when we are

infants. We absorb so much till 5-6 years old. During this time we are learning all the basics

of being a human. We hear the commotion of the ones around us, feel the emotional ups and

downs of family, told what to do and what not to do. As we take all this information in it

processes throughout energy centers (chakras) so our body can “read” the information. With

things that traumatize us or switch a belief that we had off, our chakras can become

imbalanced and “blocked”. If the flow of each chakra is not opened for the energy to pass

through our body will not be in alignment. The flow without energy blocks balances the body,

mind and spirit.

Chakra Balancing dad gifts

Michelle, “Loved this. I was so ready to read this.. So glad I did, very simple to understand. If

you are not familiar with chakra, this is an excellent beginner's book. Highly recommend”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Concise overview perfect for beginners. Loni has created a concise easy

to read introduction for beginners. Perfect for someone who wants to learn the basics and

have some practical skills they can immediately run with without becoming overwhelmed.”

Amy Morgan, “Great quick read with practical methods to help heal your chakras. This is a

great overview of the chakras with practical methods of healing them. I love how the author

provides yoga poses, crystals and stones, and even foods that can help you clear your

chakras. Meditation is an important part, of course, but it's nice to know of other ways that can

help as well.  I highly recommend this book!”
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Wendy Roberts, “Great read!!!. Great read, quick read, easy read and very informational!

Can’t wait for the next one from Loni MacMaster!  Get it now!”

vanis manning, “Great. Great book”

Natalie Jones, “Loni shares her gift within these pages!. I really enjoyed the easy reading yet

very knowledgeable information Loni addressed in her book. I appreciated the detail she

provided about each chakra, the yoga poses associated, the crystals and stones to keep near

and what you may be experiencing if that specific chakra is out of alignment. I highly

recommend this book, as well as Loni as a wonderful human being!!”

The book by Richard Dotts has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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